
7 IN 1 Ultrasonic EMS Photon Body Sculpt System 
 
Designed for face and body care; 
Ultrasonic and EMS functions for body slimming and Skin firmness and weight loss; 
Galvanic function for deep moisturizing, promoting cosmetic adsorbed in the skin; 
Eliminate facial swelling, to reduce the double chin, shape the face; 
Photon Red and Blue Light for reducing spots, even out color, skin whitening; 
Anti wrinkle; 
 
EMS (Electrical Muscle Stimulation) and Magic Gloves remove the stretch marks and the 
undulation of the skin. 
 
1. Ultrasonic : has 3 main functions 
It can change the capacity and movement of every cell with precise massage function. 
It can stimulate and adjust the cytomembrane and increase the permeability of epidermis. Its 
thermal, physical and chemical effects can raise the temperature in deep skin by 0.5-1°C, 
promote skin to absorb essences, accelerate metabolism and reinforce the regenerative course 
of tissue. 
Ultrasonic can also decompose waste surrounding fat, consume energy, repair lymph and 
capillary vessels with weight losing and figure sculpting functions.  
 
2. EMS( Electrical Muscle Stimulation )  
Massage with microcurrent (EMS Pads), stimulate the muscles with passive movement under 
current. Muscular movement consumes fat, sugar and carbohydrates of surrounding tissue. 
Under normal movement, muscle may consume 60-70 joule energy per second, but under high 
frequency movement, muscle can consume 3000-4000 joule energy per second.  
 
3. The different photon lights have following functions: 
Red Light: wavelength 625±3nm 16 LED activate cells, promote the formulation of collagen  
Blue Light: wavelength 465±3nm16 LED diminish inflammation, kill bacterium and 
propionibacterium acne, remove scars etc.  
Bio Green Light: wavelength 525±3nm (16 LEDS): has the effects of neutralization, balancing 
and calming, It can ease strain, dredge lymph and useful in edema elimination.  
 
4. The Magic gloves(EMS gloves) 
These gloves are made of silver fiber and are great for electrical conductivity. They can help 
some users strengthen the effect of massage and get better slimming effectiveness.  
 
5. Galvanic 
Can form a weak electric field between skin surface and germinal layer, temporarily break the 
skin barrier layer, remove dirt from pores with the principle of opposites attract and conduct 
essences of different functions such as acne reduction/repair, moisturizing, whitening and 
wrinkles reduction, by penetrating deep into the skin with the principle of homogeneous 



repellent. Driving effective ingredients into skin can promote cells to constantly absorb essences 
with the absorbent concentration several times higher than regular massage application. In 
addition, positive electrode can generate acid action with the functions of tranquilizing nerves, 
dropping blood supply in skin, strengthen the fiber tissue of skin, shrinking pores and relieving 
reddish skin. It is a perfect tool for treating sensitive skin and acne. Negative electrode can 
generate alkali action, stimulate nerves, promote blood circulation, soften fiber tissue and 
strengthen firmness, and is applicable for dry and ageing skin with slow metabolism. 
 
Kit Contains:  
1 x 7 IN 1 Ultrasonic EMS Photon Body Sculpt System 
1 x English user manual 
1 x magic glove 
4 x EMS pads 
1 x eye protective mask 
1 x Power Plug and Adapter 
1 x gift box 
 
 


